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Selection 1
Page(s): 54
Key: E Minor

Etude Title: 32 Etudes, 8

Tempo: Quarter note 88-108

Play from Beginning to end.

Errat :

Do not play the repeat from measures 16 through 31.

Performance Guide:

This minor etude is marked con spirito e deciso, so let that mood guide the tongue one-slur three
articulation which is prevalent. Do not let the staccato note become too heavy and the slurred notes
become softer - keep them dynamically even throughout so you can concentrate on the larger phrase.

At m. 10 make the most of the quick contrasts and then think about the large phrase beginning the last
beat of m. 12. At m. 16 do not take the repeat. Notice the articulation pattern changes. Emphasize the
accents beginning in m. 23 and pay special attention to m.28 - crescendo through those accents.

In m. 32 the tonality changes to G Major and there are octave slurs to navigate. Excellent finger and
thumb coordination is required in mm. 35 through 45. Be sure the left hand thumb is not late,
otherwise a low grunt or undertone may be produced. Stress the low notes during the octaves in mm
35, 36, 39 and 40, for evenness of technique and direction of the melodic line.

Notice the tonality change to E Major in m.47, and make sure to use chromatic B-natural in m.51 and
a right pinky B in m. 54 to follow a R-L-R pinky pattern for the B-C#-D#. The tonality of E minor
returns in m. 67 with a left pinky slide between the B and the C#. Emphasize the forte in m. 75-76,
piano in m. 77-78 as the phrase repeats down the octave, and then play the surprise forte last note
with a full but controlled sound.

Selection 2
Page(s): 59
Key: D Major
Etude Title: 32 Etudes, 13

Tempo: Quarter note 54-63

Play from Beginning to end.

Errata:

Measure 21 - the second note in the measure - the E - should be a 32nd note instead of a 16th note.
Measure 36 - Articulate sixteenth triplets as notated in measures 37 & 38.

Performance Guide:

This etude provides a way to display beautiful sound, expressive playing and musicality while
demonstrating rhythmic precision. Reference the glossary at the back of the book for the many
expressive markings and descriptions that should be observed for correct style and musical approach.
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Subdivision is key to smooth and even playing while changing from sixteenths, triplet sixteenths, to
thirty-second notes. Although the work is in a slow three, practice using a subdivided beat. This will
help place the thirty-second notes in the correct position. Gradually increase the metronome speed
until you reach your goal, constantly checking for rhythmic accuracy.

In m. 13 play the first F-sharp with the chromatic fingering and then flip from index to middle finger
from E-sharp to F-sharp to get the smoothest sound. Do not be lazy on the rhythm in m. 17 - play the
thirty-second notes and don t tu   them into sixteenth notes. In m. 25 there is a dramatic mood
change going into B minor, so make the most of the contrasting dynamics in the following 8
measures. An embellished form of the original theme retu  s in m. 33, so make sure the theme is
emphasized more than the embellishments. Beginning at m. 41, it is important to maintain a beautiful
sound, play with fast air, and keep the energy going through the end of the phrase. Don’t get too soft
too soon in m. 56. In m. 61 let each note get softer until the final high D in m. 62.

Make sure to use rubato throughout to create a musically satisfying performance. Be convincing in
your phrase shapes and add nuances where the expressive markings suggest.

Selection 3
Page(s): 88-89

Key:
Etude Title: 9 Caprices, 6

Tempo: Dotted quarter note 58-68

Play from Beginning to 79.

Errata:

This Etude is numbered wrong by the Publisher. If you start numbering with ZERO you will have the
correct numbering.
Add a crescendo in m.21 and a diminuendo in m.22-24.
Add a ritard in m. 30. A Tempo in m.32.
Change the fp in m.73 to a piano.

Performance Guide:

This etude utilizes wide leaps, sequences, arpeggios and thirds, accents, and different articulations to
create an exciting musical atmosphere. Strive for long musical lines and listen for subtle changes in
the harmonies.

Begin at a full forte and watch the accents in m.2-6. The piano in m. 7 is important so the long
crescendo can be observed in m. 9-13. Keep strong air support at all dynamics in the low playing in
m. 16-24, including the diminuendo in m.22-24. End this first section with a full, focused sound, and
add a ritard in m.30 going to the final note of the phrase in m. 31. Retu   to a tempo in m.32.

The second section returns to the wide leaps, so make sure the sound does not scoop when
articulating these notes. Use your left pinky for the low F in m. 37 to avoid sliding. From 47 to 64 the
phrases are long with subtle harmonic changes. Think of this in these phrases: m. 47-54, 55-59, and
60-64. Add crescendos and diminuendos in these phrases to keep the intensity all the way through
this line. Use a left pinky for the C in m.50,56, and 64. Start m. 65 very softly and build to m.69,
keeping the energy in the repeated measures in m. 69-71.

The final long phrase begins in m. 73 - change the fp to a piano and build every two measures to
arrive at the forte in m.79.
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